DEVELOPMENTAL FOOD CONTINUUM

Breast/Bottle (0 to 13 months)
↓ Thin Baby Food Cereals (5 months)
↓ Slightly Thicker Baby Food Cereals + a Thin Baby Food Puree/Stage 1 (5 1/2 months)
↓ Thin Baby Food Purees/Stage 1 (6 months)
↓ Thicker Baby Food Cereals & Thicker Baby Food Smooth Purees/Stage 2 (7 months)
↓ Soft Mashed Table Foods AND Table Food Smooth Purees (8 months) Hard Munchables (8 months)
↓ Melttable Hard Solids (9 months)
↓ Soft Cubes (10 months)
↓ Soft Mechanical SINGLE TEXTURE (11 months)

MIXED TEXTURE (12 months)
Soft Mechanical/Stage 3 foods

Soft Table Foods (12 - 14 months)
- as long as in appropriately small sizes and shapes

Hard Mechanicals (16 - 18 months)

Hard Munchables: frozen melons in strips, raw carrot sticks, jicama, celery sticks, baby pretzels, Dutch pretzels, dried fruits, bagel strips, frozen pancakes, frozen waffles (licorice, suckers, beef jerky for kids with feeding delays > 12 months old)

(The Goal with Hard Muchables is oral EXPLORATION ONLY; NOT consumption yet)

Melttable Hard: townie crackers, biter biscuits, graham crackers, thawing frozen pancakes, thawing frozen waffles, Oatios, Gerber’s cereal squares, Fruit Loops, Captain Crunch, baby cookies, Gaathiya (Cheetos, chocolates, Pringles, popsicles/frozen fruit bars for kids with feeding delays > 12 months old)

(Meltables are foods which will dissolve with spit only; no or minimal pressure needed)

Soft Cubes: avocado, overcooked squashes, kiwi, vegetable soup ingredients without the broth, Gerber Graduates fruits, boiled potatoes, peas, bananas, (ice creams, cheese cubes for kids with feeding delays > 12 months old)

Soft Mechanical: fruit breads, muffins, soft small pastas, cubed lunch meats, thin deli meats in small rectangles, soft pasta or soft meat soups without the broth, soft pretzels, barley and scrambled eggs

(Soft Mechanicals are foods that break apart in the mouth very easily)

Soft Mechanical: macaroni and cheese, microwavable children’s meals, soft chicken nuggets (not fast food), french fries, spaghetti, lasagna (fish sticks for kids with feeding delays > 12 mos)

Hard Mechanicals: Cheerios, thin pretzel sticks, ritz crackers, saltine crackers, most other crackers, cookies, Poptarts, most other chips, Fritos, many other cereals
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